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Strength With TGP Test Center

Intelligent solutions for your comfort.

Intelligent solutions for your comfort.

TGP Test Centre is making product tests in 24 hours with his experienced staff
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FATIGUE TEST

SALT SPRAY TEST
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TGP forteﬁne is a special coating process of
TGP Systems. The process is alcaline zinc
coating + special passivasion + special ﬁnishing.
Coating is one of the important speciﬁcation of
products especially for some environmetal
conditions with high salty (coast), pollution or
humidity. TGP Test Centre has a salt spray test
chamber to check the quality standart of the
production in each batch. Thanks to forteﬁne
coating,red corrosion of TGP product is
minimum 500 hours which is much higher than
the world standart (240 hours) indicated in EN
13126-1, EN 1670 and EN ISO 9227.
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TGP Tilt&Turn system is applied in a test of 15.000
complete cycles (cycle: open- close - tilt- close ) with a
frequency of 250 cycles /hour, for a total of 60.000
movements. (Refer to RAL GZ 607/3)
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FATIGUE TEST AT 90°
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TGP Tilt&Turn system is applied in a test of 10.000
complete cycles, (cycle: open-close) sash at 90° with a
frequency of 250 cycles/hour, for a total of 20.000
movements. (Refer to RAL GZ 607/3)
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CYCLE TEST

OVERLOAD TEST

TGP multipoint door lock is applied in a test of
200.000 complete cycles (cycle: close- open) with
a frequency of 250 cycles /hour, for a total of
400.000 movements. (Refer to EN 13126-4)

An additional load of 1.000 Newton (100 kg) , the sash
positioned at 90°, for 5 minutes is applied on the window
with TGP Tilt&Turn system . (Refer to RAL GZ 607/3)
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100 Kg

ENDURANCE TEST

70N

OBSTACLE TEST

TGP multipoint door lock is applied in a test of
25.000 complete cycles (cycle: open-close) with
a frequency of 250 cycles /hour, with 70 N force.
(Refer to EN 13126-4)

An obstacle is installed on the frame and accelerated a
10 kg weight from a height of fall of 200 mm, repeated 3
times. (Refer to RAL GZ 607/3)
10 Kg
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